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The facts 
 

 

▪ To be accounted for today: 1. the appearance of gemination of /l/ 

               2. the quality of the vowel 

 

▪  We will show that there is no allomorphy involved! 

(2) Realizations of the MSG definite article 

(1)  Realizations of prep+definite article  

Faust, Lampitelli & Ulfsbjorninn (to app.) 

▪  A single underlying representation for the definite article, to 

which the general inflectional suffixes are added,  No Allomorphy: 

(3) 

(generalizing an original 

proposal by Larsen, 1998 only 

for the MSG.) 

Strict CV (Lowenstamm 1996, Scheer 2004) 

▪  Strict alternation of C and V on skeletal tier.  

▪  Lexically unassociated V-slots allowed to remain unrealized if 

properly-governed (PG) from following full V-slot. 

(3) 

(4) 

[ilsakko] ‘the bag’ 

[loskaafo] ‘the hull’ 

(6) 

[larɔɔza] ‘the rose’ 

(5) 

Unlike MSG /o/, FSG /a/ is lexically associated to V2 (cf. 4 above) 

 Consequently, the feminine article does not exhibit alternations. As a 

result, the existence of CV1 in its representation remained hypothetical. 

Analysis of Preposition+article 

▪ di does not trigger raddoppiamento fonosintattico  [di kárlo] 

‘Carlo’s’, *[di kkárlo]. Consequently, its UR involves a single 

CV (Passino 2013:335-ff.).  

Untill… 

(7) 

▪ When followed by the definite article, if our proposal in (3) 

is correct, gemination is only expected.  

▪ Our proposal can even motivate the appearance of [e], rather 

than [i], in [dello], [della]: the /i/ of the preposition creates 

an OCP violation with that of the article. 

 

▪ As a result an epenthetic <e> is inserted in V0.  
 

▪ In [del], because V1 is ungoverned, epenthesis will occur 

there, and the sequence V0C will be truncated: 

(8) 

(9) 

▪ The same holds for the feminine form, which up until now 

presented no evidence for CV1 in the article. 

(10) 

Conclusion and epenthesis 

▪ By simply extending the analysis of previous work, we’ve 

motivated the alternations in the form of prepositions before 

articles without reference to allomorphy. 

 

▪  The inclusion of both CV1 and the floating /i/ in the 

feminine article is now supported. 
 

▪ The only price to pay is epenthetic <e> (pace Repetti 2012). 

But this idea is motivated independently: i. [e] is the vowel of 

hesitation in Italian; ii. [e] is inserted in loans ending in a 

consonant [il gɔlle]; and iii. /in_+il/ => [nel]. 
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